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Abstract

The properties of two dimensional (2D) materials depend strongly on the chemical

and electrochemical activity of their surfaces. MXene, one of the most recent additions

to 2D materials, shows great promise as an energy storage material. In the present

investigation, the chemical and structural properties of individual Ti3C2 MXene sheets

with associated surface groups are investigated at the atomic level by aberration cor-

rected STEM-EELS. The MXene sheets are shown to exhibit a non-uniform coverage

of O-based surface groups which locally affect the chemistry. Additionally, native point

defects which are proposed to affect the local surface chemistry, such as oxidized tita-

nium adatoms (TiOx), are identified and found to be mobile.
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Since the discovery of graphene, interest in other 2D materials such as boron nitride,1,2

transition metal dichalcogenides2,3 and, more recently, MXenes has increased significantly.

The latter originate from the MAX phases, consisting of a transition metal (M), an A-

group (A) element and C or N (X).4 The significance of the MAX phases stems from their

laminated structure, where Mn+1Xn sheets are interleaved with atomically thin A layers.5,6

The M-X bonds consist of a mixture of covalent, metallic, and ionic bonds6 making MXene

exceptionally strong and hence appealing for new applications.6–8

MXenes are synthesized from the MAX phases by removal of A-layers through chem-

ical etching, resulting in stand-alone 2D sheets.5,6,8,9 Upon etching of Ti3AlC2, the Ti-Al

bonds are replaced by Ti-O, Ti-OH and/or Ti-F bonds5,6,9,10 such that the O, OH, and F

surface groups terminate the MXene surface. Additionally, etching with NH4HF2 results

in NH3 or NH+
4 molecules intercalated between the sheets.9 The resulting sheets are desig-

nated Mn+1XnTx-IC, where Tx correspond to the surface groups and IC to the intercalated

compounds.9 To date, a number of MXenes have been fabricated,5,11–14 where the most in-

vestigated one, Ti3C2, is further investigated herein. The Ti3C2 MXene unit cell consists of

3 Ti and 2 C atoms organized in a close-packed structure6,10 (see Figure 1). Every third

position in the [0001] projection consists of a single Ti-atom, while a C atom is positioned

either above or below the remaining two. Surface groups of low mass elements such as

those mentioned above have been proposed to attach to the sheet in either config. A or

B.6,10,15? Further low symmetry positions include the less stable atop and bridge. Recently,

it was shown that the plasmon frequencies of multiple MXene sheets are a weak function

of the number of sheets.16 However, MXene properties can in principle be tuned by surface

groups6,7,17–19 and by native defects.10

While there have been a number of theoretical investigations on MXenes and their prop-

erties, e.g.,7,15 there have been few, if any, direct observations at atomic resolution which
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Figure 1. Schematic view of a single Ti3C2Tx sheet. (a) Side view showing three Ti-layers
(green, pink, lilac) and two intermediate C layers (black) as well as Tx positions (blue) along
the [21̄1̄0] zone axis. (b) Top view showing atomic layers along the [0001] zone axis. The
unit cell (with a ∼ 3 Å10) is outlined with solid lines. In both a and b, the various adatom
locations - config. A, config. B, atop and bridge - used herein are defined.

is crucial to advance the understanding of MXenes. Here, we investigate the structural

properties of single, double and multiple sheets of Ti3C2Tx with attached surface groups by

atomic-resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM). The elemental and

chemical properties were further investigated by electron energy loss spectroscopy spectrum

imaging (EELS SI). Through these methods we identify the atomic structure of the MXene

sheets as well as intrinsic defects, surface and edge terminations by the partial coverage of

surface groups. We also report on the mobility and migration of intrinsic defects and surface

groups.

Ti3C2Tx powder was produced from Ti3AlC2 which was prepared by ball-milling Ti2AlC

(> 92 wt%, 3-ONE-2, Voorhees, NJ) and TiC (99 %, Johnson Matthey Electronic, NY)

powders in a 1:1 molar ratio for 24 h using zirconia balls. The mixture was annealed at 1350

◦C for 2 h in argon. The sintered compact was converted to a powder by milling. Ti3C2

MXene powder was prepared by immersing 2.5 g of < 400 mesh Ti3AlC2 powder in 1 M

of NH4HF2 (Sigma Aldrich, USA) solution for 5 days. After treatment the suspension was

washed several times using deionized water and centrifuged to separate the settled powder

from the supernatant. The settled powders were removed from vials using ethanol and dried

at room temperature. TEM samples were prepared by crushing the powder in a mortar and
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dispersing the powder on a holey carbon Cu TEM-grid, followed by immediately insertion

into the TEM.

Characterization was performed using the Linköping double corrected FEI Titan3 60-

300, equipped with a high brightness gun (XFEG), monochromator and Quantum ERS-GIF.

Thickness determination of MXene sheets was performed by intensity variations in STEM

HAADF images. Compositional analysis was performed by electron energy loss spectroscopy

spectrum imaging (EELS-SI) using dual-EELS. All analysis was performed at 60 kV to mini-

mize beam damage and SI was performed using 0.1 nA beam current. EELS intensities were

normalized with respect to the Ti peak. The composition was determined by averaging over

spectra in the area of interest and using the built-in functions in Gatan Digital Micrograph

with uncertainty in the stoichiometry calculated by the variance formula using the ratio of

C and Ti. Atomic resolution STEM HAADF image was filtered using FFT filtering and

Gaussian blur.

The sheets investigated here are part of a macroscopic flake consisting of multiple sheets

which was suspended in vacuum by the holey carbon support (Figure 2a). The investigated

area (white square in Figure 2a) was located at the edge of the flake and is magnified to

atomic resolution in Figure 2b (areas of interest indicated in Figure 2c). Contrast variations

between the sheets relative to the vacuum level identify thicknesses corresponding to a single

and double sheet (see Supporting Information Figure 1), which both exhibit the expected

close-packed appearance. STEM image contrast exhibit a ∼ Z2 dependence on the atomic

mass, hence, among the present MXene and potential etchant elements, it then follows that

the apparent structure corresponds to Ti-sites. Despite the fact that the A-layers have been

removed from the parent MAX structure, the atomic positions of the two sheets remain

laterally aligned, which is apparent from the discrete representation of the double sheet (see

Figure 2b) and is consistent with previous reports.5

A variation in the lattice appereance across the single MXene sheet is observed (Figure

2b). Although inherent bending is observed in other 2D materials such as graphene,20 here
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Figure 2. HAADF STEM images of Ti3C2Tx sheets. (a) A STEM HAADF image of a
typical MXene particle in the [0001] projection (scale bar = 500 nm). (b) Atomic resolution
image of inlaid square in (b). (c) Positions of surface groups. (d) Edge of a single sheet. (e)
Double sheet termination, where a sheet terminates on top of another sheet. (f) Ti vacancy
in a single MXene sheet. (g) Single vacancy in the double sheet. (h) Ti adatom on a single
MXene sheet. (i) Ti adatom on double sheet.
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the variation is attributed to irregularities and strain caused by surface groups (described

below) on the top and bottom surfaces as well as intrinsic defects. In contrast, the double

sheet appears more uniform, displaying a well-defined lattice (Figure 2b).

Structural variations are also observed along the edges of both sheets indicating local

order (sharp edges) and disorder (diffuse edges) on the atomic level (see Figure 2d, e). At

the ordered edges, the sheets are terminated by {112̄0} facets (compare Figure 1b). The

sharp contrast of the atoms at the ordered edges indicates termination by Ti atoms, while

diffuse contrast indicates termination by lower mass atoms. Note that the single sheet edge is

terminated in a more ordered fashion than the double sheet edge. In analogy to the half unit

cell surface steps observed in the parent MAX phases,21 it is suggested that surface bound

material is more easily attracted by step edges between sheets, than at edges of sheets which

are terminating in vacuum.

Intrinsic defects are observed, such as vacancies (Figure 2f, g) and adatoms (Figure 2h, i),

which correspond to Ti vacancies and adatoms as identified by the strong contrast variations

(see Supporting Information Figure 1). The lattice appears to relax around vacancies, and Ti

adatoms are observed to be positioned above Ti atoms in the MXene lattice (corresponding to

config. A, config. B and atop in Figure 1). The diffuse contrast attracted to the Ti adatoms

(see Supporting Information Figure 1) is inferred to correspond to O as a consequence of the

formation of TiOx groups due to the high reactivity between Ti and O.22

The MXene sheets also exhibit extended areas with diffuse image contrast (indicated by

arrows in Figure 2c). These areas are interpreted as surface groups of low mass elements

terminating the MXene surfaces. Remaining lower contrast areas are suggested to exhibit

none or partial (fraction of top or bottom surfaces) terminations by surface groups, i.e., the

surfaces are unterminated.

According to the EELS measurements, the average composition, neglecting edge effects

across a single MXene sheet, is 47, 33, 20, and 3 at.% for Ti, C, O, and N respectively.

For the double sheet, the corresponding composition was 46, 29, 24, and 2 at.%, with 1
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at.% of F, while for multiple sheets 40, 24, 31, 2, and 3 at.% respectively (see Figure 3 and

Supporting Information Figure 2 and Table 1). The composition was corroborated by XPS,

see Supporting Information Figure 3 and Supporting information Table 2, 3.

Figure 3. EELS averaging over Ti3C2Tx sheets. (a) Histogram of EELS averaging of a single
sheet, double sheet and multiple sheets display the stoichiometry of Ti, C and O. (b) EELS
spectra of the C-K-edge with a differential spectra. (c) EELS spectra of the Ti-L3,2-edge,
where the arrows indicate a shift of the peaks, and with differential spectra.

The STEM image (Figure 2b) indicates a nearly perfect Ti occupancy in the MXene

sheets, thus the MXene can be described as T3CxTy, where x and y are variables. Normal-

izing to three Ti layers per sheet, the compositions for the different thicknesses (averaged

to layers per sheet) are shown in the histogram of Figure 3a, which indicate a decrease in

C and a strong increase in O with increasing MXene thickness. The average C composition

of the single sheet gives x = 2.08 ± 0.09, which is slightly higher than the ideal stoichiom-

etry of Ti3C2Ty, and the reported stoichiometry of Ti3AlC1.8 for the parent MAX phase.23

This indicates a small presence of C on the surface which may originate from the etching

process. Interestingly, the composition is different at the edge of the single sheet where

x = 1.84± 0.07 (see Supporting Information Table 1 and Supporting Information Figure 2).

The composition measured on the double sheet gives x = 2.00 ± 0.09. On multiple sheets,
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where the contribution from the MXene-vacuum interface is reduced, the composition gives

x = 1.82 ± 0.08, which correspond to the parent MAX phase stoichiometry. When averag-

ing over areas exhibiting pronounced contrast from surface groups, C is slightly reduced (to

x = 2.02 ± 0.09 for single sheet and x = 2.00 ± 0.09 for double), while increasing in areas

without surface groups, (x = 2.11 ± 0.09 for single and x = 2.11 ± 0.09 for double). Thus,

excess C appears to be separated from surface groups.

The O averaged across the single sheet corresponds to y = 1.30 ± 0.04, or an approxi-

mate coverage of 2/3 on both top and bottom surfaces. On the double sheet the average

composition increases, y = 1.68± 0.07, which indicate a saturation of O between the sheets

and a higher coverage on the MXene-vacuum surfaces compared to the single sheet. Close

inspection of the EELS spectrum images reveals that the O concentration varies locally (see

Supporting Information Table 1 and Supporting Information Figure 2), such that areas on

the single sheet, which are covered by surface groups (indicated in Figure 2c), show a local

increased O content corresponding to y = 1.97 ± 0.08. This corresponds to saturation on

both top and bottom surfaces and identifies the surface groups as O-based. The single sheet

edge exhibit y = 1.00 ± 0.03, indicating that surface groups refrain from the edge. In con-

trast, the double sheet edge exhibit y = 1.88± 0.08 which suggest that the diffuse contrast

observed at the step-edge corresponds to O and that the step-edge acts as a getter for these.

The origin of the local variation of O coverage is proposed to occur through surface recon-

struction. Upon exposure to vacuum and a reduced H2O vapour pressure, the Ti-bound OH

on the MXene surface decomposes to H2O and O through the equilibrium driven reaction

OH+OH → H2O+O.24 The water molecule desorb and the remaining O atom is suggested

to be bound to Ti atoms in a fcc position.15

EELS further reveal the presence of N and F, see Supporting Information Figure 4. XPS

identifies the presence of Ti bound Ox, (OH)x and of absorbed H2O as well as a small

fraction of TiO2. While EELS can identify O as an element, and spatially connect O to the

surface groups, it is not able to distinguish between molecules. In contrast, XPS is unable
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to distinguish between number of sheets which is reflected in the average composition which

is similar to the EELS measurement on multiple sheets, see Supporting Information Figure

3 and Table 2, 3.

In addition to identifying the elemental composition and distribution, EELS reveal a

chemical shift of the Ti-L3,2 and C-K edges with increasing number of MXene sheets. This is

exemplified in Figure 3 where averaged and differential spectra are shown. On average, the

L3 peak shifts 0.28 eV between single and double sheets and 0.38 eV between the double and

multiple sheets. A similar shift is also observed on the single sheet when comparing areas of

high and low O saturation, indicating a direct relationship. When attached to the MXene

surface, O draws valence charge from Ti15,25 and consequently shifts the Ti-L3,2 edges to

higher energy through Coloumb interactions between core and valence states.26 The shape

of the C K-edge is seemingly identical to previously investigated edges for Ti3AlC2
27 and

Ti2AlC,23 indicating that C is bound in a MAX phase-like structure. The π and σ peaks

exhibit minor but apparent shifts between sheets which indicate a small amount of charge

transfer also from C to O through Ti.

The images shown in Figure 4 are recorded 60 s after the initial (Figure 2b), both sur-

face groups and intrinsic defects have moved and are apparently mobile. Microscopy was

performed at ambient temperature, hence the kinetic energy which is applied to initiate

the migration is proposed to originate from momentum transfer from the electron beam.28

Between these images the surface groups have ripened into larger islands and migrated to-

wards the edges of the sheets, as well as to the middle of the single sheet (Figure 4c and f).

Adatoms on the single sheet have clustered into a triangular-shaped island and coalescence

of vacancies is also observed (Figure 4b). Additionally, the edge lengths changes such that

it increases on the double sheet and decreases on the single (compare Figure 4c and f).

The observation of migration and ripening of surface groups on the MXene surface is

expected as migration may occur even though O is strongly bound to Ti.15 Additionally,

TiOx adatom complexes are also expected to be mobile on the surface as predicted for other
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Figure 4. Kinetics on a single and double sheets of Ti3C2Tx. (a) A vacancy in single
sheet with 60 seconds between acquisitions. (b) Adatom in the single sheet with one minute
between acquisitions. (c) The edge of the single sheet with one minute between acquisitions.
(d) A vacancy in single sheet with one minute between acquisitions. (e) Adatom in single
sheet with one minute between acquisitions. (f) The edge of the double sheet with one
minute between acquisitions.
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systems.29 The reduction in edge length of the single sheet is in agreement with minimization

of edge energy. In contrast, the increase in edge length of the second sheet presumably occurs

to accommodate more O atoms due to the presence of O-based surface groups on the single

sheet. In contrast to the edge of the second sheet, surface groups appear to be bound at the

edge of the single sheet to a lesser degree. Supposedly, the kinetic energies of the surface

groups and adatoms were not high enough to overcome the edge barrier completely and

migrate over the edge.

MXenes are a new family of 2D materials with new technological applications. The

present investigation reveals insights into the microstructure, surface termination, composi-

tion, chemistry and surface kinetics of the most studied MXene to date, Ti3C2Tx. For the

first time, a single and a double sheet of MXene were observed at atomic resolution, revealing

intrinsic defects and sheet coverage of both surface groups and TiOx adatom complexes. The

surface groups have been identified as O-based and are found to draw valence charge from

the MXene. The coverage of surface groups is not uniform at MXene-vacuum interfaces,

but with full coverage of O between the sheets. It is also found that the sheets are aligned

laterally, as inherited from the parent MAX phase. It is finally observed that atoms and

groups at the surfaces of the sheets are mobile, resulting in migration and ripening of surface

groups and TiOx adatom complexes at ambient temperature is observed.
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Thickness measurement

The thickness of the sheets were concluded by intensity profiling. To deduce the intensity

over a single sheet and double sheets of MXene, a line profile was drawn over an area in each

sheet, see Fig. S1a. The noise present in the line scan is mostly due to the non-uniform

coverage of surface groups. The intensity of the double sheet is slightly more than two times

the intensity of the single sheet due to the higher coverage of surface groups in-between

the sheets. Identification of intrinsic defects was performed by measuring the increase or

decrease of intensity over the defects, see Fig. S1b, c.
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Figure S1. Line profiles across Ti3C2Tx. (a) Areas over the sheets where the line profiles
for the various sheets. (b) Areas where the line profiles for the adatoms and vacancies. (c)
Area where the line profile for the surface groups. (d), Line profile for lines drawn in (a).
(e) Line profile for lines drawn in (b). (f) Line profile for lines drawn in (c).
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Composition analysis of multiple sheets

The composition of various positions of the sheets are shown in Table S1 and the positions

are indicated in Fig. S2. Only the single and double sheet were clearly visible as at thicker

areas the sheets were stacked on top of each other, see Fig. S2, where the white area indicate

more than eight sheets.

Table S1: Elemental composition of MXene sheets. Summary of the elemental distribution
for various thicknesses of the MXene sheets.

Relative composition (at. %)

Nr sheets Area C N Ti O F

1 whole sheet 31±4 2.6±0.3 49±6 20±2 0.0±0.3
2 whole sheet 30±3 2.0±0.2 46±5 22±3 0.4±0.1
Multiple whole sheet 24±3 2.2±0.3 40±5 31±4 2.6±0.3
1 surface 33±4 3.2±0.4 47±6 20±2 0.0±0.4
2 surface 29±3 2.0±0.2 44±5 24±3 0.8±0.1
1 edge 31±4 2.9±0.4 51±6 17±2 0.0±0.3
2 edge 29±3 1.6±0.2 43±5 27±3 0.0±0.1
1 high contrast 29±3 1.3±0.2 43±5 28±3 0.0±0.3
2 high contrast 28±3 1.6±0.2 43±5 26±3 1.5±0.2
1 low contrast 33±4 3.2±0.4 47±6 21±3 0.0±0.5
2 low contrast 31±4 2.0±0.2 43±5 23±3 0.6±0.1

Surface Edge High contrast area Low contrast area

a b

10 nm

Figure S2. EELS SI of MXene showing areas indicated in Table S1. (a) indication of surface
(beige) and edge (magenta) of sheets. (b) indication of high contrast areas (green) and low
contrast areas (lilac).
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XPS of Ti3C2Tx etched by NH4HF2

Experimental details

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to determine the terminations in Ti3C2Tx

etched by NH4HF2 in the form of cold pressed disk. A Physical Electronics VersaProbe 5000

instrument was used employing a 100 µm monochromatic Al-Kα to irradiate the sample

surface. Photoelectrons were collected by a 180o hemispherical electron energy analyzer.

Samples were analyzed at a 75o angle between the sample surface and the path to the

analyzer. Survey spectra were taken at a pass energy of 117.5 eV, with a step size of 0.1 eV,

which was used to obtain the elemental analysis of the powders. High-resolution spectra of

Ti 2p, C 1s, O1s, and F 1s regions were taken at a pass energy of 23.5 eV, with a step size of

0.05 eV. The spectra were taken after the sample was sputtered with an Ar beam operating

at 4.0 kV and 150 µA for 40 minutes. All binding energies were referenced to that of the

Fermi level (Ef = 0 eV).

Peak fitting for the high-resolution spectra was performed using CasaXPS Version 2.3.16

RP 1.6. Prior to the peak fitting the background contributions were subtracted using a

Shirley function.

XPS Analysis

Table S2: Summary of global atomic percentages of Ti3C2Tx etched by NH4HF2 after sput-
tering.

Ti at % C at. % F at. % O at. % Al at. % N at. %
Ti3C2Tx etched by NH4HF2 37.8 ± 0.2 24.3 ± 0.3 10.4 ± 0.2 23.8 ± 0.2 2.1 ± 0.2 1.6 ± 0.1

Table S2 shows the elemental analysis of a cold pressed Ti3C2Tx etched by NH4HF2 after

sputtering. The sample is mainly composed of Ti, C, O and F, with a very small amount

of N (<2 at %.), and Al of about 2 at. % indicating that a fully conversion of Ti3AlC2 to

Ti3C2Tx was successful upon etching by NH4HF2. Comparing the composition with that
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of a single, double and multiple sheets of MXene reveal that the XPS is measured on bulk

MXene.

Fig. S3 plots the spectra for the various elements in Ti3C2Tx, together with their peak-

fits. The results are summarized in Table S2.

Figure S3. Component peak-fitting of XPS spectra for elements in Ti3C2Tx etched with
NH4HF2. Panel (a)-(d) shows spectra after Ar+ sputtering, respectively.

Ti 2p region

The Ti 2p region, shown in Fig. S3a, was fit by the components listed in column 5 in Table

S3. The majority of the species are Ti atoms (Ti, Ti2+, Ti3+), which belong to Ti3C2-O/-

OHx or OH-H2O and Ti3C2Fx. These comprise 96 % of the Ti 2p region photoemission.

The other 4 % is for TiO2. The Ti peak is at a binding energy of 454.9 eV, which is at a

higher-binding energy compared to that of Ti3AlC2 (454.6 eV), and it is very close to the

binding energy of Ti3C2Tx thin film etched by NH4HF2.
1,2 This shift is due to the removal

of the Al and the introduction of surface terminations.

The species Ti(+2)3C2-O/-OHx or OH-H2O, and Ti(+3)3C2-O/-OHx or OH-H2O cor-

respond to atoms in the two oxidation states of Ti 2+ and 3+, respectfully, and are similar
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to those found in TiC.3

Table S3: XPS peak fitting results for Ti3C2Tx etched by NH4HF2 after sputtering.

Region BE [eV]a FWHM [eV]a Fraction Assigned to Reference

Ti 2p3/2 (2p1/2)

454.9 (461.1) 0.9 (1.8) 0.44 C-Ti-Ox/-(OH)x or -OHx-H2Oads
1

455.9 (461.4) 2.1 (2.2) 0.29 C-Ti(+2)-Ox/-(OH)x or -OHx-H2Oads
1

457.6 (463.3) 2.2 (2.2) 0.21 C-Ti(+3)-Ox/-(OH)x or -OHx-H2Oads
1

459.0 (464.7) 1.0 (1.2) 0.03 TiO2
1,4,5

460.3 (466.0) 1.8 (1.6) 0.02 C-Ti-Fx
1,6

C 1s
282.1 0.6 0.92 C-Ti-Tx

1–3

284.7 1.8 0.08 C-C 7

O 1s

530.1 1.2 0.11 TiO2
5,8

531.2 1.9 0.57 C-Ti-Ox
1,8

531.8 1.7 0.22 C-Ti-(OH)x
1,8

533.8 2.0 0.10 C-Ti-(OH)x -H2Oads
1,8

F 1s
685.2 2.0 0.55 C-Ti-Fx 1,6

686.2 1.8 0.33 AlFx
9

687.8 2.5 0.12 Al(OF)x
9

a Values in parenthesis corresponds to the 2p1/2 component.

C 1s region

The C 1s region shown in Fig. S3b was fit by mostly one large peak, at 282.1 eV, correspond-

ing to C-Ti-Tx and small fractions for graphitic C-C (column 5 in Table S3). The binding

energy of C-Ti-Tx is slightly higher than that of C in Ti3AlC2 (281.5-281.8 eV)3 which can

be attributed to any defects introduced in the Ti-C lattice due to the etching procedure.

The graphitic carbon (C-C) is expected as a possible decomposition product of the etching

reaction.10

O 1s region

The O 1s region (Fig. S3c) was fit by components corresponding to C-Ti-Ox, C-Ti-(OH)x,

and H2Oads, which are the majority fraction of that region. Additionally a small fraction of

TiO2 is present (column 5 in Table S3). The peak C-Ti-Ox at a binding energy of 531.2 eV,

which is close to that of an O atom near to a vacant site in TiO2, i.e. defective TiO2 (531.5

eV).8 The peak for C-Ti-(OH)x is located at a binding energy of 531.8 eV, which is quite

close to that of OH groups at bridging sites on TiO2 and it is at the same binding energy of

C-Ti-(OH)x for Ti3C2Tx thin film etched by NH4HF2.
1,8
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The H2Oads component is presumed to arise from adsorbed water on Ti3C2Tx, likely from

exposure to water during etching or washing to remove the etchant and reaction products.

The binding energy of its peak (533.8 eV) is close to that of water adsorbed on titania (533.5

eV).8 This species has been observed for Ti3C2Tx thin film etched by NH4HF2 as well as

other MXenes such as Nb2CTx and V2CTx.1,11

F 1s region

The F 1s region (Fig. S3d) was fit by a component for a major species corresponding to

C-Ti-Fx (at a binding energy of 685.2 eV), viz. Ti-atoms are directly bonded to F-atoms.

This binding energy is 0.4 eV higher than that of TiF4,
6 a similar compound that should

have a value close to that of the Ti-F bond in Ti3C2Fx. Several minor species corresponding

to TiO2-F, AlFx, and Al(OF)x were also fit in the F 1s region. The AlFx and Al(OF)x

species are present as byproducts of the synthesis procedure.

Combining the elemental analysis shown in Table S2 and the fractions of various MXene

components obtained from the high resolution XPS spectra of Ti 2p, C 1s, O 1s and F 1s,

the general formula of Ti3C2Tx is obtained to be Ti3C1.7O1.1(OH)0.4F0.4.

The presence of N and F

The spectra from the single, double and multiple sheets show a small amount of N which is

constant over the various sheets (see Fig. S4). N may originate from the etching process as

intercalated species, which has not dissociated, or from the parent MAX phase. However, N

incorporation into carbide MAX phases has not been reported.

In this study F is not visible on the single sheet, but a small amount is found in the

double and the multiple sheets (see Fig. S4). Similar to O, F is found on surfaces of MXene1

and the present lack of F on the single sheet indicate that F may have dissociated from the

surfaces after the etching process as a consequence of its volatile nature, while the remaining
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F is trapped between the MXene sheets.

680 685 690 695 700 705 710395 400 405 410 415 420 425

Single sheet Double sheet Multiple sheets

(x24) (x80k)

Edge energy loss (eV)Edge energy loss (eV)

N-K F-K

Figure S4. EELS spectra of N and F. (a) N for single, double and multiple sheets, and (b)
F for double and multiple sheets.
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